The History of the Willows, Great
Longstone
The story of a mysterious wooden structure in the Willows
Ann Hall

Introduction
Events in March to July 2015
The Willows is a wooded area on the Main Road (sometimes called the New Road) out of the village
of Great Longstone (SK204714) to the south of the Mires. You may have noticed some vehicles and
foresters working there in the spring of 2015. This was because the Cox’s field south of the Willows
became flooded. This was caused by a stream which runs out of the Willows and into a land drain
under their field which had become blocked within the wood and was overflowing onto their land.
The Peak District National Authority, who have owned the area since 1972, called in their Woodland
Management team who cleared the build-up of material along the length of the stream bed within
the wooded area.
During the excavations, Bill Gordon, a PDNPA ranger with a lifetime of experience in working in the
Peak District, noticed a large wooden object in the bottom of the stream bed under all the silt and
informed the Archaeology Department at PDNPA. The call came when I was doing voluntary work
there and all the professionals were occupied so I was asked to go and make a preliminary recording
of the object.

The wooden object under excavation in a sea of mud. The stream runs from the top to the foot of the
photo.
I arrived to find a very large mudbath! The trench was about a metre deep and about 4 metres in
lenght. In the base of the stream the upper part of the mystery wooden object could be seen with
water running over and through it. It is made of a tree trunk nearly 2 metres long which had been

hollowed out and is in two parts which were held together to make a pipe. The two features which
had caught Bill’s attention were eight very large old nails which were square with hooked ends
standing out from the wood and holding the two pieces together, and the circular opening in the top
of the wood. Also the whole structure had an aged appearance. Water was only able to enter the
pipe via this hole so that it formed a funnel carrying some of the stream water into the drain. The
wooden structure has two stone walls of about a metre high on either side but some of this walling
had tumbled into the stream bed. Richard Claxton, Woodland Manager for PDNPA, believes that it is
made of alder (or possibly elm) which explains its longevity despite being immersed in water for
possibly hundreds of years. He also believes that it is a funnel to carry water into the land drain
when the opening into the grill above has become blocked with debris. It would make sense to keep
the water free of leaves and twigs which might enter the stream during its course through the
woods.
There are stone flags in the bed up stream of the wooden structure and the water passes into this
area via a stoned lined square trap and a grill. Water leaving the wooden object passes through a
grill into the land drain which passes under the Cox’s field and down under the railway embankment
and into the Thornbridge ponds.
Having taken some measurements and several photographs I reported back to the office and my
record was filed for inclusion on the Historical Environment Record. I told Frank Parker and he went
and took some footage as the repairs were made, which he added to his collection of videos showing
changes in the Village over the last ten years.
On a recent visit to the Willows in July 2015 I found that the stream is now running without
hindrance through the wood structure and into the land drain. The maintenance team have
repaired the walls on either side of the wooden structure and left the site covered in safety mesh
but in such a way that it is possible to see this unusual structure for yourselves in perfect safety and
without getting (too) muddy!

What is the mystery wooden structure?
I decided to write a brief report for the LLHG newsletter, but I have become intrigued about this
wooden “funnel” and wanted to work out why it had been put there. My researches have led me to
consult with several local people and with the PDNPA who have been very helpful, and to look at
documents in the Derbyshire Record Office.
Although today the Willows is used mainly for dog walking and gentle exercise it has had a very busy
history. There were five possible industries which may have used the Willows and which may
explain the purpose of the wooden structure and these have been the focus of my research.

Basket and skip making.
There have been several local families who have made baskets and skips (large baskets). One family
in particular called Bottom (or Botham or Bottoms) was involved in this industry for at least three
generations during the 1800s. On the tithe map of 1848 and up to the OS map of 1919 there are
osier beds shown in the Willows. (Osier beds are the wet habitats where willow trees are cultivated
by coppicing to provide shoots (withies) for basket making.) I wanted to be sure that this family was

using the osier beds in the Willows and proof came in the 1822 Poor Law assessment book which
showed that Joseph Botham was the occupier of the field called the Fish Pond which was where the
beds were to be found and the site of the Willows today. Town directories and census and birth
records confirm that Peter Bottom was basket making or skip making at least between 1819 and
1847, Joseph Bottom senior between 1822 and 1844, Joseph Bottom junior between 1851 and
1888, Jacob Bottom between 1845 and 1889 and Albert Bottom between 1881 and 1894. Albert
took an apprentice, William Stone, from the Bakewell workhouse and he worked in Great Longstone
in 1891. Joseph Wood, a basket maker from Spondon, lived in Sheila Hurst’s house in 1891 and was
likely to have been working with Albert in the Willows. Albert Bottom wound up the business in
1894, still called Joseph Bottom and Son, and both Albert and William left the district to become skip
makers for the cotton mills in Marple and Stockport respectively.

1848 Tithe map
I am unsure of when the industry started in the Willows because I have not found evidence that
Peter Botham’s father (born in 1750) was a basket maker, nor have I found basket making
mentioned in records before 1819. However there are ponds shown on a Wright land survey map of
1770 occupied by Thomas Blackwell. It may be that he was cultivating osier beds for basket making
in this earlier period.
After the Bottom family left the osier beds in the Willows in the late 1800s other workers made
baskets in Great Longstone area. Robert Thornhill reported that baskets were being made in Little
Longstone using willows from the Willows beds until the 1950s although willows were also used
from the osier beds at the site of the old Little Longstone sewerage farm. There are records to show
Joseph Wood moved to Little Longstone by 1893 and continued to make baskets there until 1916.
George Hill was basket making in Great Longstone in 1901.

1898 – map with osier bed symbols
Henry Nuttall, of Little Longstone was an apprentice to Joseph Wood for five years from 1903 and
made baskets until about 1932. He had a work shop built on stilts behind Christmas Cottage in
Institute Yard. Henry specialised in making larger baskets for use in the mills at Litton and
Cressbrook. Keith Adamson, Henry Nuttall’s grandson, still uses one of his smaller baskets to this
day.

Keith Adamson with one of Henry Nuttall’s baskets
Sheila Hurst remembers having a basket made by Harold Taylor, of Great Longstone, for carrying her
ingredients to school for domestic science lessons in the early 1940s. Roy Finney was a butcher’s
delivery boy in his youth and Harold made the baskets used to carry meat. He remembers the very
high quality of the baskets which has to withstand the heavy loads and regular steam cleaning.
Harold lived in Great Longstone and had a work shop in the Willows but latterly worked from Little
Longstone until his death in 1957. It is likely that Harold was the last basket maker from Great
Longstone to use withies from the Willows. Both Henry Nuttall and Harold Taylor have graves in the
churchyard.
One possible use for the wooden structure could be to manage the quantity of water running
through the beds in order to maintain the marshy character of the land which is necessary for the
growth of willows. Its position at the lower end of the stream is appropriate for this task. Another,
but less likely, possibility is that it could have been part of a mechanism to make a trough of standing
water in which the willows were immersed in order to make them pliable. Commonly these troughs
have a plug and hole to drain the water away for cleaning the trough.

Lead ore processing
To the north and south of the Willows are areas of belland land, which has been contaminated by
the processing of lead ore. It is known that these fields have to be lightly grazed but in recent times
cows have even died from eating fodder harvested from the fields. A stream/drain runs down the

field to the west of the Mires cottages, through the upper Cox’s field, then into the Willows and out,
down the valley towards Thornbridge. It flows within a culvert for most of its course and is only to
be seen within the Willows.

The Willows – location map and ore washing site
In the Longstone Edge area some of the mines produced dirty ore but there was a shortage of water
to wash it up at the mines. This explains why it might have been worthwhile to carry the ore down
to a nearby stream in Great Longstone. Nelly Kirkham, a local historian with a particular interest in
lead mining, found evidence that a Dutch man, Lambert Hamel, who had a special riddle for
reprocessing ore from mine waste tips, was ore-dressing in Great Longstone in the late 1500s. Also
she quotes “local information” saying that in the 1800s the ore was brought down from the Wagers
Level at the foot of Longstone Edge along Stanna Dale and washed in the stream. Robert Thornhill
provides extra details of the drain. In a 60 yard section in the field behind the Mires the drain has
sloping sides which he believed formed a “buddle” to separate the ore from dirt. The waste tips
from the processing are believed to have been spread over the field and fluor spa can still be found
in the soil. The wooden structure in the Willows might have been at another site where ore washing
took place but it is not recognised as such by John Barnatt who has investigated many lead mining
sites in the Peak District.

Sewerage treatment

Many locals remember the stench of the sewage plant which emanated from the Willows but this
was not always the case. The stream running from the village is fed by overflowing water from the
local troughs and springs and in the 1800s a certain amount of household waste water entered its
course. Originally the water was not very dirty and it was cleaned by passing it through the willow
beds by controlling its flow backwards and forwards through the trees. Over time there was an
increase in the amount of household waste which entered the drain, so this simple system was
overwhelmed. A settling tank was built and by the 1930s a more formalised treatment system was
in operation but it was still not sufficient to handle the waste and its frequent problems were
obvious throughout the village.

1940
The Willows sewerage plant was built in the early 1931 and removed by the 1950s. However it is still
shown on our 1994 OS 1:25000 map! Several villagers were involved with the maintenance of the
plant and Tommy Hoare’s name is one that is still remembered. During WW2 the northern area in
the Willows was used for allotments and Sheila Hurst remembers helping to cultivate the Girl Guide
plot. In the 1960s Bill Pickford, the builder, had a shed at west side of the Willows but this has
tumbled down leaving a concrete base to show its past location. Eventually the village was attached
to the mains sewerage system and the works in the Willows became redundant.
In 1972 the Willows was bought from Bakewell Rural District Council by the Peak District National
Park Authority for amenity tree planting. Around this time it was mooted that the area should be
used as a lorry park but this was not met with general approval. The PDNPA commenced a clearing
and planting programme and to some extent this “tidying” removed some of the ground cover.

Several locals told me that the ecological richness appears to have been reduced since their
childhood. All the same Longstone Junior School used the area for the study of natural history in the
late 1990s and the Vision Project organised planting and study of the Willows in the early 2000s.
On a number of occasions in the recent past the stream/drain has become blocked: sometimes this
has been as a result of road grit which has washed into the course or on other occasions by leaves
and branches from the woods. The PDNPA file has several records of flooding and channel cleaning
with the removal of some willows overhanging the stream. On other occasions in the past there
have been accidental spillages of oil and other wastes from John Thornhill and Son’s Poultry and Egg
business which have managed to find their way into the channel and have caused problems in the
Willows. Even today there seems to be some sewerage entering the stream and sometimes there is
a bit of a “smell”. This explains why it is sometimes called a drain.
The wooden structure with its old fashioned nails and aged appearance appears to be too old to
have been part of the 20th century sewerage works. However it might have been part of the control
of water which passed through the osier beds when they were part of the simpler processing of
waste water in the 1800s. This is the explanation favoured by Robert Thornhill who recorded it in
“Longstone Notes” written before his death in 1973.

Brick making
In the 1970s Robert Thornhill discussed the possibility of the Willows being the site where clay was
excavated and bricks were manufactured for the building of Longstone Hall in 1747. It is the only old
brick building in Great Longstone and is of a golden red colour. His evidence was that he found
some broken bricks of the same colour and shape in the Willows and one of the pieces had slag
adhering to it giving evidence for kiln firing on site. I have found small amounts of orange/red clay in
the banks of the stream within the Willows. Investigating the Geological Map of the area shows a
surface deposit of alluvium down the east side of the New Road, some of which is to be found in the
Willows. There is also a large area of till in the vicinity. Both these deposits might have had
components which are suitable for brick making so Robert Thornhill’s ideas await further proof.
If the Willows was the site of clay removal, it may be that the pools which are shown on the 1770
map were formed in 1747 when the bricks were made for building Longstone Hall.
However the wooden structure is unlikely to have been used in this industry.

Fish farming
In 1770 William Wright owned the Willows area and adjacent fields. His inventory and map shows
two “pools” which correspond with the two osier beds present later in the 1800s. The map also
showed a pool house occupied by Thomas Blackwell. The building, now long gone, was built on the
hillside in the field to the west of the Willows. On various schedules and maps between 1814 and
1859 these pools were called fish ponds and the occupier was Joseph Bottom. A small building is
shown on the 1824 enclosure map close to where the trackway entrance is today but again there is
no remaining evidence. As it is recorded that Joseph Bottom was a basket maker during some of this
period it is a possibility that the pools were used for fish farming as well as growing willows for
basket making.

The wooden funnel may have been installed to control water flow in these fish ponds.

1770 William Wright map

So what is the mystery wooden structure?
Taking all the possibilities into account I suggest that it is indeed a funnel to keep debris from the
Willows out of the culvert downstream, as suggested by Richard Claxton. I believe that it was
placed in that position because the stream water was needed above ground in the Willows rather
than running in a culvert as it does elsewhere along its length. Fish farming, later combined with
osiers beds, and osier beds, later combined with a simple water cleaning system, all require pools of
water and it is very easy for large quantities of debris to enter the stream in this region. An efficient
way of preventing the culvert from blocking such as provided by the grill combined with the funnel is
essential. It is also important that the grill above the wooden funnel is cleared of debris regularly.
When this is not done the funnel its self becomes silted up and the fields downstream get flooded,
as happened in Spring 2015.
I am happy that my researches have brought to light quite a bit about the history of the Willows but
of course the unsolved mystery which remains is the date when the wooden funnel was placed in
the Willows. Maybe an expert in history of nail structure will one day finish the research. Maybe
another function for the wooden structure may come to light.

The Willows timeline
Date
1770
1814

Records/schedule Reference number of
Willows
“Longstone
51 Near Pool
Records” Wright
48 Pool House and
Far Pool
337 Fish Pond

Owner

Occupier

William
Wright

Thomas
Blackwell
Peter Bottom

1822-25
1823
1824
1848
1859
1879
1879

Poor Law
Assessment
Enclosure
Inclosure
Tithe Award
Great Longstone
“Longstone
Notes” R
Thornhill
OS map

366 Fish Pond

366
595 Osier Piece and
plantation
Fish Ponds
492, 507, 508, Osier
Piece
Willow Piece Stitch

1910

Poor Law
Assessment
Poor Rate
Assessment
Land Values

?

Derbyshire Times

Settling tank built

1928?

Derbyshire Times

1931

Derbyshire Times
report

Purchase of land from
Longstone Hall Estate
and erection of stone
fence around
property
Sewage Farm built

1940

OS map

1940s

PDNPA file

4142, 4544, Sewage
Farm
Sewage Works

1948

PDNPA file

508 Sewage Works

1950

Derbyshire Times

1972

PDNPA file

Extension to sewage
works
492, 507 (part), 508

1996/8

PDNPA file

2003

PDNPA file

2003-5

“Under the Edge”

1898
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John Barnatt, Richard Claxton, Angie Johnson, Rebekah Newman, Sarah Whiteley, from the PDNPA
and Keith Adamson, Hilary Clarke, Ian and Roger Cox, Roy Finney, Sheila Hurst from the villages of
Great and Little Longstone.
Please get in touch if you have any more information about the history of the Willows and I would
be happy to include this in the record, with acknowledgment.
annhall4@hotmail.com

